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Tucker Blue, an advertising man and
newly-minted mid-life bachelor, is about to
fly off on a European holiday to Barcelona
with his flight attendant girlfriend when an
unexpected love-at-first-sight encounter
with the beguiling Monica Reyes lures him
into a romantic rendezvous of every mans
fantasy. The plane overbooks leaving
Tucker and Monica to find an alternate
flight. They fly to London and catch the
Eurostar to Paris then continue across
France to the Pyrenees burning up the rails
in a hilarious erotic escapade. When
Tucker is just about to reach the Promised
Land with Monica, a dead man bearing a
gift of unimaginable wealth drops in
unannounced, bestowing a winning lottery
ticket worth 120 million euros upon the
unwitting man.
It was foul play that
brought the ticket into Tuckers possession;
hes sure of it. Hes also certain that killers
are hot on their trail to reclaim it at any
cost. Hes told Monica nothing about this
windfall of good luck, not because he has
qualms about sharing the winnings, but
because hes afraid that her knowing might
put her in greater danger. Even so, if she
learns about the ticket, shes bound to think
he intends to cheat her out of her fair share.
Tucker has a dilemma. Give up the money
for love or give up love for the money. Its a
tough choice, or is it? It may not be a
choice at all as storms gather in search of
the treasure that Tuckers now hidden in a
2000-year-old Roman Aqueduct. When
simmering jealousies finally boil over into
a catfight between Monica and Tuckers
now-ex-girlfriend, Monica abruptly bails,
and
unknowingly,
spoils
a
kidnapping-in-progress leaving both the ex
and Monicas original traveling companion
to the mercies of a handsome Castilian
bartender. The captives not only become
pawns in an ever-expanding search for the
missing lottery ticket, but also bait for a
400-year-old Spanish Prisoner scam.
Meanwhile, Tucker is busily fighting his
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own kidnapping (or is he?) following a
blindsided attack by a beautiful Barcelona
Domme/flight attendant that has him
blindfolded and tethered to a dog leash for
a cat-o-three-tail whipping. And as if all
this werent enough and with uncertainties
of trust and love threatening to divide the
couple, they find themselves caught up in a
dangerous game of cat and mouse with a
powerful yet obscure adversary. The
anonymous Raven - an unassuming local
doctor by day and major crime figure
leading a guerrilla army under the guise of
Catalan Independence any other time wants her lottery ticket back, and shell do
anything to get it. When the two lovers
find themselves running for their lives and
vacating luxury hotel rooms across
Barcelona in their wake, they finally take a
stand and recruit help beginning with Dicks
Dicks, a private detective agency. The
flamboyant owner, Dick, not only stalks
the stalkers but also brings enough high
tech resources to bear to make even James
Bond envious. But is it enough? Can these
two lovers possibly triumph over an evil so
resolute and out there that skinning the
faces of young women and posting their
empty sacks along the watchtowers of a
castle counts for nothing more than
entertainment to past the time? Can they
find answers in the funeral for the dead
man who brought this accursed gift of
wealth into their lives in the first place?
Detour Paris is a hilarious, sexy, and
romantic thriller told from the point of
view of a man. (Inspired by an actual
dating experience, Detour Paris is for
mature audiences.)
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768 pages Publisher: Detours Publishing, LLC 1 edition Review: Detour Amour (Detour Paris Series Book 3) by
Jack Dancer Detour Paris is the first book of the three-part Detour Paris series (adult). After a love-at-first-sight
encounter with the enchanting Monica Reyes while on an The Amazing Race 1 - Wikipedia Detour Amour: Detour
Paris Series: Book 3: : Mr. Jack The Amazing Race 1 is the first season of the American reality television series The
Amazing . For the series very first Detour at Batoka Gorge, teams had a choice between Johannesburg, South Africa
(Johannesburg International Airport) to Paris, France France .. Create a book Download as PDF Printable version
Detour Paris E-Book Free Download - MobileRead Forums Detour Paris Series Book 1 . Detour Paris, Book 1, dives
right in with action and tension as Tucker Blue experiences a bit of fairy tale romanceonly its not with Detour
Exhibition in Paris - Moleskine Page 1 DMCA / Copyrighted works removal. Free download Detour Allure: Detour
Paris Series: Book 3 chm. Mr. Jack Dancer continue reading Dynamics of Detour: Codes of Indirection in
Montaigne, Pascal, - Google Books Result 1, p. 93. 9 Alcock, Landscapes of Memory in Pausanias Histories, p. 252.
The Eurynome passage, referred to here, is in Book VIII, 41.46, Levi, Guide to edn, Paris 1990.) Levi, Pausanias: Guide
to Greece, vol. 1, p. 455 comments in a Detour Paris - Men Hunt, Women Lure. - YouTube Detour Amour (book # 3
in the Detour Paris series) is the heart stopping, thrilling wrap up Paperback: 380 pages Publisher: Detours Publishing,
LLC 1 edition Detour Paris: Detour Paris Series Book 1 by Jack Dancer BookLife See, for example, his Essais de
stylistique structural (Paris: Flammarion, 1970) See, too, Raymond C. La Charite, The Coherence of Montaignes First
Book, to Text in De 1Experience: A Philological Reading, L Esprit Createur, Vol. Worth the Detour: A History of the
Guidebook - Google Books Result Jan 14, 2016 And so far Jack Dancers Detour Paris series is an outstanding hit with
both men and women Some days a romance book written from a mans perspective is all you need to get your heart
racing. .. Detour Paris Trailer #1: Book review of Detour Paris - Readers Favorite: Book Reviews and In a genre
bloated with copycats and tired with predictability Detour Paris by Jack Dancer is the first book of a new,
ground-breaking series of romance novels Detour Paris (Detour Paris Series #1) by Jack Dancer Reviews Jack
Dancers Followers (1) . Note: these are all the books on Goodreads for this author. Detour Paris Series Now Available
In Paperback On Amazon. : Detour Paris: Detour Paris Series Book 1 (Volume 1 Inspired from an actual midlife
dating experience Detour Paris is a romance novel written by a man from a mans point of view into the humorous
relationship Detours: Songs of The open Road - Google Books Result Jack Dancer Quotes (Author of Detour
Paris) - Goodreads Detour Paris (Detour Paris Series #1), Detour Allure (Detour Paris Series #2), and Detour 3.58 avg
rating 26 ratings published 2015 1 edition book 1. Jack Dancer (Author of Detour Paris) - Goodreads Mr. Jack
Dancer - Detour Amour: Detour Paris Series: Book 3 jetzt kaufen. 1 von 1 Kunden fanden die folgende Rezension
hilfreich. 4.0 von 5 Sternen Mystery Detour - Immersive Audio Walking Tours on the App Store Detour is set to
arrive in Paris on 24th April. Yorker and best known for her childrens books - in particular the celebrated series on the
globe-trotting poet dog, An Interview with Detour Paris Author Jack Dancer Self-Publishing Detour is set to arrive
in Paris on 24th April. Yorker and best known for her childrens books - in particular the celebrated series on the
globe-trotting poet dog, Detour Exhibition in Paris - Moleskine Dec 17, 2016 Click to search the Andrew Heiskell
Braille and Talking Book Library Skip Navigation Anne Wu, Detour 1, detail, 26 x 44 x 18 inches, wire Parsons Paris
Artist Residency, Paris, France and AIRY Yamanashi, Kofu, Japan. Letter from Paris: Detour Everett Potters
Travel Report Oct 10, 2015 - 3 min - Uploaded by Jack DancerBook trailer for Detour Series of books by Jack Dancer.
Available on Amazon. : Detour Allure: Detour Paris Series, Book 3 May 9, 2017 Not long after we were seated for
dinner at Detour, a delightful vest-pocket from my front door in the 9th Arrondissement of Paris, the thought recurred to
me. His latest book, Hungry for France, was published by Rizzoli in April 2014. May 20, 2017 / 1 / 331 0 Hotel Stages
sleek, inviting lobby PHOTO Detour Allure: Detour Paris Series: Book 3 Detour Allure (book # 2 in the Detour Paris
series) continues the hilarious, sexy, and Paperback: 456 pages Publisher: Detours Publishing, LLC 1 edition Detour
Paris: Detour Paris Series: Complete: Jack Dancer, W.S. Paris attracts these wandering souls, he told me he was
their innkeeper. to display their books, to let them read in the shop, even if sprawled on a couch, Dated 1 January 2004,
it says: Some people call me the Don Quixote of the Latin Bili Bidjocka - Wikipedia Bili Bidjocka (born 1962) is a
contemporary Cameroonian artist best known for his installations and sculptures. He was born in Douala, Cameroon,
lives in France since the age of 12, and works in Paris, Brussels and New York City. Contents. [hide]. 1 Biography 2
Works. 2.1 Lecriture infinie 2.2 Other works It consist of a series of books with 6000 white pages, 104 cm long and 100
Images for Detour Paris: Detour Paris Series Book 1 19 quotes from Jack Dancer: When you come to a detour, take
it., Every guy likes a Jack Dancer quotes (showing 1-19 of 19) Jack Dancer, Detour Paris. Detour Exhibition in Paris
- Moleskine Detour is set to arrive in Paris on 24th April. Yorker and best known for her childrens books - in particular
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the celebrated series on the globe-trotting poet dog, - Picture of Detour, Paris - TripAdvisor Jack Dancer
demonstrates a strong and almost addicting narrative style and great attention to detail in Detour Paris (book 1) that kept
me eagerly turning the Detour Anne Wu, Amie Cunat An Artist Dialogue Series Event May 24, 2017 Detour,
Paris Picture: - Check out TripAdvisor members 56971 candid photos and videos of Detour. Detour Amour: Detour
Paris Series: Book 3: Mr. Jack Dancer Dec 27, 2015 Detour Amour, by Jack Dancer, is the stunning conclusion to
the Detour Paris series. Tucker Blue is not playing Mr. Nice Guy anymore.
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